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Specifications

Product type

Wall mirror

Product name

Quadro

Colours

Rose & Black

Dimension - small

Length: 90 cm

Width: 90 cm

Height: 2 cm

Material

Mirror & MDF

Quantity per parcel

1

Packaging dimensions

L:102  W:102   H:7 cm

Packaging Weight

8,5 kg

Mirrors are an elegant addition to the home and with 
its slim frames and tinted glass Quadro is also perfect 
for dramatic effects. Quadro mirror comes in lovely rose 
and dramatic black.
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Variations

Colour

Art. No. 

Colour

Art. No. 

Colour

Art. No. 

Colour

Art. No. 

Colour

Art. No. 

Amber

500640633081

Rose

500640849081

Clear & Walnut

500649000081

Black

500640050081

Clear & Black

500649001081
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CARE GUIDE
AYTM glass & mirror

HOW TO CLEAN / POLISH :

Glass
Make sure the glass is clean for dust and dirt on all surfaces 
before you begin polishing. You can remove lime scale by 
using vinegar added water. 
Spray glass cleaner or hot water on the item. 
Use a dry cloth to spread the cleaner and wipe the item 
dry and shiny. 

* Avoid rubbing with an abrasive cloth, that it could damage the surface. Keep 
in mind that some cleaning products will leave streaks on glass, so make 
sure to use one designed specifically for glass.

Mirror
Make sure the mirror is clean for dust and dirt on all 
surfaces before you begin the cleaning.
If the mirror is extremely stained use vinegar added water 
on a cotton pad to wipe of the dirt. 
Spray glass cleaner on the item. 
Use a dry microfibre cloth to spread the cleaner and wipe 
the item dry and shiny. 

* Avoid rubbing with an abrasive cloth, that it could damage the surface. Keep 
in mind that some cleaning products will leave streaks on glass, so make 
sure to use one designed specifically for glass.


